Coexistence of high-affinity uptake mechanisms for putative neurotransmitter molecules in chick embryo retinal neurons in purified culture.
We report here that high-affinity uptake mechanisms for two or three putative neurotransmitter molecules coexist in many of the neurons present in glia-free, purified neuronal monolayers from chick embryo retina. Replicate cultures were incubated with the tritiated forms of the amino acids gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), taurine (TAU) and aspartate (ASP) either individually or in binary or tertiary combinations. Incubation conditions were those typically used to analyze high-affinity uptake mechanisms. At the end of the incubation period the cultures were either lysed in water for measurement of intracellular radioactivity by liquid scintillation counting, or fixed in glutaraldehyde and prepared for autoradiography. Our results indicate that there is coexistence of uptake mechanisms for putative neurotransmitters in retinal cells. Biochemical measurements showed that, at the concentrations used in these experiments, two or more radioactive amino acids could be taken up simultaneously by the cultured populations without extensive inhibition. Moreover, the percentage of cells that appeared autoradiographically labeled in cultures exposed to two or more radioactive amino acid was less than the sum of the percentages of labeled cells when each amino acid was applied individually. Numerical analysis of the autoradiographs was carried out to determine the percentage of cells that could take up only one, only two, or the three putative amino acid neurotransmitters under investigation. This analysis showed that approximately 20% of the neurons have only the mechanism for TAU, whereas very few if any neurons have high-affinity uptake mechanisms for GABA alone or ASP alone. Our experiments have identified populations of cells that take up GABA and TAU (but not ASP) or ASP and TAU (but not GABA). Interestingly, we have not seen any neurons that can take up ASP and GABA and cannot take up TAU, although as many as 50% of the neurons can take up ASP, GABA, and TAU simultaneously. By showing simultaneous uptake of different putative neurotransmitters within individual neurons, our results emphasize the concept that the presence in a given neuron of a high-affinity uptake mechanism for a particular molecule is not a sufficient criterion to assign a neurotransmitter function to that molecule in that neuron.